
 
   

Summer 2021 Program Information  

Application deadline TBD (most likely in late February) 

 

OVERVIEW 

In Coach for College (CFC), American college athletes partner with Vietnamese 

college students as teachers and coaches to teach Sports, Academics, and Life Skills 

classes and oversee team-based competitions in three-week summer camps held in rural 

Vietnam. The camps rely on the power of sports and older role models to help youth 

develop long-term goals, increase their motivation for education, increase their belief in 

their capabilities to achieve success in challenging circumstances, and help them develop 

the life skills needed to achieve their goals. In the process, American college athletes help 

reduce the school dropout rate in rural Vietnam and prepare youth to obtain jobs in an 

increasingly globalized economy, helping to increase both their economic and 

psychological well-being.  

 

2021 PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

Due to Covid-related restrictions which bar the entry of travelers from the United States 

to many countries around the world, CFC has adapted its plan for the coming summer.  

Kids will be able to take part camp in person, with the Vietnamese university student half 

of the team teaching directly on site.  The US student-athletes will team up with their 

Vietnamese peers virtually, helping plan the lessons, and recording videos to be shown to 

the kids in class.  

 

Just as in previous years, each American and Vietnamese participant will be assigned to 

one academic subject, one sport and to one team of kids to mentor more closely and 

teach life skills to.  Each student-athlete will therefore be part of 3 small teaching teams 

typically with 1 other American and 2 Vietnamese college students.   

 

We recommend clicking on Camp Schedule at the top of the Participate webpage, to get 

a visual overview of the program. 

 

Throughout the 3 week camp, the participants will meet with their teams over Zoom each 

evening, Sunday through Thursday (US time), to plan the next day’s lessons and for a 

cultural exchange activity. 

1) One strength Americans bring to the table is their creativity and experience with 

interactive learning styles. Each day, the Americans will share with their 

Vietnamese teammates their ideas for making the next day’s lessons hands-on and 

engaging for the kids.   

2) Americans will also take the lead on planning the sports lessons.  



a) They will prepare video clips explaining the sports techniques to show the 

kids. 

b) They will demonstrate by video the various games and drills, so the 

Vietnamese coaches understand how to run them.   

3) The American coaches will also contribute directly to the kids by filming 

themselves performing experiments tied to their subject, explaining an academic 

concept, showing how to pronounce English vocabulary correctly, sharing 

experiences from their lives that relate to the life skills topic, etc.  These will be 

used as part of the lessons in class for the kids. 

4) A valuable and fun part of CFC has always been the experience of working with 

and getting to know peers from a different culture.  This continues to be a goal in 

2021.  To that end, after working together on the lessons, participants will meet 

for a cultural exchange/team bonding activity, with the goal of getting to know 

each other and learn about each other’s culture while having fun.  Each day CFC 

will propose a new topic or activity (e.g. share a story of a favorite childhood 

memory, go on a tour of your teammates’ house and school, learn to make a 

Vietnamese dish live, and the next day teach an American dish to your 

Vietnamese counterparts, etc.).  Volunteers who tested the 2021 model in January, 

reported especially enjoying getting to know their peers in the other country in 

general, and said that the cultural exchange activities were a particular highlight. 

 

SUMMARY 

In summary, during the 3 week camp, Americans and Vietnamese will meet over video 

call in the evening (Sun-Th).  They will meet in their teaching teams to share ideas for the 

next day’s lessons (in their academic subject and life skills).  They will also explain the 

sports lesson they have prepared, so the Vietnamese coaches are confident in 

implementing it. They will also meet in small groups for the day’s cultural exchange 

activity. 

During the day, the Americans will work offline on their own schedule to read through 

the lesson plan, think of activity ideas, and to record videos with content to be used in 

class. 

An online forum for the group will be set up. The Vietnamese coaches will post pictures 

and funny or touching stories from the day, and the group can comment.  The Vietnamese 

coaches will also update the US coaches each evening on how the day’s lesson went, how 

the kids, are doing, etc.  We plan to hold Q&A sessions between the Americans and the 

kids, so they can learn about each other directly as well. 

 

Americans will be able to take part in 1½ to 2  hours of direct work and immersion with 

their Vietnamese partners each day, and committing to about 1 hour of work daily on 

their own, brainstorming good teaching activities and preparing videos for sports and for 

class.   

 

As when traveling in person to Vietnam, we wish to strongly emphasize our conviction 

that what each participant will gain from the experience will be directly related to the 

dedication and passion they put into it.   

 



 

  

TYPICAL DAY 

 

OFFLINE: Read the provided lesson plan for your academic subject for the next day and 

for the life skills lesson.  Think creatively of ways the material can be made interactive 

and engaging for the kids. 

 

OFFLINE: Film yourself demonstrating and explaining proper technique for the skill 

being taught in your next sports lesson (for the kids).  Film yourself demonstrating the 

drills, games and relay races you have planned for the next day (to help the Vietnamese 

coaches, who usually do not have much sports experience). 

 

OFFLINE:  Vietnamese coaches post pictures and stories throughout camp to group 

forum.  Americans and Vietnamese comment freely.  Goal to connect as a team and stay 

connected to daily camp life. 

 

LIVE: Meet with your academic team.  Vietnamese coaches update you on how the day 

went.  You share the brainstorming ideas you have had for tomorrow’s lesson. 

 

LIVE:  Meet with your life skills team:  Vietnamese coaches update you on how your 

team of kids is doing and how lesson went.  You share your ideas for class. 

 

LIVE:  Meet with your sports team.  Vietnamese team shares how teaching is going for 

them, and what challenges they may be facing.  You share any advice and encouragement 

you may have.  You go over the lesson plan and activities you and your American co-

coach have come up with, helping them understand it. 

 

LIVE:  Cultural exchange:  Meet in small groups, for a conversation or activity.  New 

topic given each day.  Goal:  get to know each other, learn about each other’s culture, all 

while having fun. 

 

Note:  With good prior preparation during the day, each of the above meetings will be 

short.  Overall meeting times will typically be 8-10 PM ET or less, including breaks. 

Volunteers who tested the program reported that the amount of live interaction was good 

and that they did not experience Zoom fatigue. 

 

 

DATES 
Camps will take place at the dates below. Orientation activities, introduction to 

teammates, and initial preparation for Week 1 activities will take place the week prior. 

 

Camp 1: May 30th – June 18th    

Camp 2: June 27th – July 16th  

Camp 3: July 25th – August 13th  

 


